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Abstract
Nanostructured materials are of great interest because the properties of a material at the
nanoscale may differ significantly from the properties of the same material in the bulk form. This
has led to a lot of new applications for nanomaterials owing to their unique physical, chemical,
electrical, optical and magnetic properties. The present work reports on the synthesis and
characterization of zero, one, and two dimensional nanostructured materials. Nanostructured
materials in the present study were all grown using a pulsed laser deposition technique.
Gold (Au) nanodots (zero-dimensional nanostructure) were grown on silicon (Si) substrates and
subsequently used in the growth of titanium nitride (TiN) nanowires (one-dimensional
nanostructure). TiN nanowires were grown under different conditions; energy entering the
chamber (70 mJ, 80 mJ and 90 mJ) and deposition temperature (600 °C, 700 °C and 800 °C)
leading to nanowires of varying length (50 nm – 200 nm), diameter (25 nm-50 nm) and spatial
density. Corrosion tests run on TiN nanowires, thin films and magnesium (Mg) bulk showed
that TiN nanowires degraded faster than TiN thin films but were still better than Mg bulk.
The thesis work has also focused on growing nickel (Ni) thin films (two-dimensional
nanostructure) sandwiched between an alumina (Al2O3) substrate and thin film. The nickel films
were deposited at different substrate temperatures (liquid nitrogen, room temperature and high
temperature) keeping all other deposition parameters the same. Magnetic moment versus
magnetic field measurements showed that Ni thin film samples deposited at room temperature
and liquid nitrogen temperature had almost the same remanent magnetization; however, samples
deposited at liquid nitrogen had the highest saturation magnetization and coercivity. The
coercivity values at 10K for Ni thin film samples grown at liquid nitrogen, room temperature,
and high temperature were found to be 58.92 Oe, 72.66 Oe and 255.15 Oe respectively.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Nano is defined as one billionth of a meter (10-9). The sum of the diameters of four atoms
is equivalent to one nanometer. One nanometer is also 50,000 times smaller than the human hair
(Aliofkhazraei & Sabour Rouhaghdam, 2010). While materials in the micrometer scale may
exhibit properties similar to the bulk material, nanostructured materials may exhibit properties
that are distinctively different from that of the bulk material (Cao, 2004; Huck, 2005; LesliePelecky & Rieke, 1996). There are various types of nanostructured materials such as quantum
dots, nanodots, nanorods, nanowires, nanotubes, nanobelts, nanoplates, nanosheets, nanowalls,
nanocoils and nanocones. These materials have varying properties that make them useful in
applications such as electrochemical energy devices, biology, electronic devices, solar cells and
fuel cells (Cao, 2004; Huck, 2005; Kalska-Szostko, Wykowska, Piekut, & Zambrzycka, 2013;
Kuchibhatla, Karakoti, Bera, & Seal, 2007; Leslie-Pelecky & Rieke, 1996; Lu, Zhang, Wang,
Wen, & Wei, 2011; Moriarty, 2001; Tiwari, Tiwari, & Kim, 2012; Xia et al., 2003). Zerodimensional (0-D), one-dimensional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) nanostructures were
synthesized on different substrates and characterized. Gold nanodots which are 0-D
nanostructures were grown and used in the synthesis of titanium nitride (TiN) nanowires which
are 1-D nanostructures. A thin film (2-D nanostructure) of nickel (Ni) and alumina (Al2O3) was
deposited on an alumina (Al2O3) substrate. The effect of the deposition temperature on the
magnetic properties of Ni was then studied.
1.1 Thesis Objective and Organization
The work reported in this thesis deals with the synthesis and characterization of three
distinctively different nanostructured materials. Au nanodots grown were used as a catalyst in the
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growth of TiN nanowires. The main objective in the fabrication of the TiN nanowires was to
study its growth under different conditions. A Ni/Al2O3 composite was also synthesized mainly
to study the effect that the substrate temperature had on the magnetic properties of Ni.
The organization of the thesis is as follows. The first chapter introduces briefly TiN
nanowires as well as Ni/Al2O3 composite materials. The second chapter reviews the work done
on nanostructured materials and how they are synthesized. Experimental materials and
techniques are then discussed in the third chapter followed by a discussion of the results obtained
in the fourth chapter. The thesis ends with the fifth chapter which summarizes the entire work
done.
1.2 Titanium Nitride Nanowires
Nanowires exhibit properties that are similar to the bulk materials, with the extra
advantage of being able to control the material parameters that are critical for certain properties
and cannot be easily controlled in the bulk materials, for example thermal conductivity
(Dresselhaus et al., 2007). Nanowires have so many potential applications in nano devices
mostly due to their enhanced mechanical, chemical, optical, magnetic and electrical properties
(Chen et al., 2013; Dresselhaus et al., 2007; Kalska-Szostko et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2010;
Mondal, Dhar, & Ray, 2007).
TiN has a vast range of properties such as high hardness, wear and corrosion resistance,
good electrical conductivity and chemical inertness that makes it desirable to be used in a lot of
applications (Banerjee, Chandra, & Ayyub, 2002; LeClair, Berera, & Moodera, 2000; Tarniowy,
Mania, & Rekas, 1997). For the past 25 years a lot of research has been carried out on TiN thin
films with emphasis on tuning the properties such as hardness and electrical conductivity
(Banerjee et al., 2002), however not much work has been done on TiN nanowires.
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Notable work done on TiN nanowires was by Hu et al that fabricated the nanowires using
a chloride-assisted carbon thermal reduction method using the active carbon, titanium oxide and
sodium chloride powders as precursors and cobalt nanoparticles as catalyst (Hu et al., 2007).
Joshi et al also fabricated TiN nanorods using low temperature solid-state metathesis of titanium
(111) chloride and sodium azide (Joshi, Chung, & Lee, 2005). A Physical method of fabricating
TiN nanowires was achieved by Faruque et al by using pulsed laser deposition to fabricate
vertically aligned nanowires on a magnesium oxide (MgO) substrate with gold as a catalyst
(Faruque, M-Darkwa, Xu, & Kumar, 2012).
The present work reports on the fabrication of TiN nanowires using the pulsed laser
deposition method on silicon substrates. Gold nanodots were fabricated initially before being
used to grow the TiN nanowires. Nanowires were fabricated at different substrate temperatures,
under ambient nitrogen and vacuum environment, as well as varying the energy of the laser beam
entering the chamber. Nanowires were then characterized using Scanning Electron microscope
(SEM) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). Corrosion tests were also conducted on the TiN nanowires
and thin film fabricated in this work.
1.3 Nickel/Alumina Composite
Nanosized magnetic materials mark the boundary between molecular and solid state
systems and have properties distinct from both. This is as a result of a high proportion of surface
atoms that result in a narrowing of the d-band responsible for magnetism and an increase in the
density of states at the Fermi level (Edmonds et al., 2001). Nanocomposite magnetic materials
are important because ferromagnetic materials embedded in an insulating matrix have giant
magnetoresistance phenomena that may be useful in recording heads (Leslie-Pelecky & Rieke,
1996). Due to the importance of producing magnetic nanocomposites, the synthesis of magnetic
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systems with characteristic nanoscale dimension has attracted a lot of research attention (Kumar,
Narayan, Kvit, Sharma, & Sankar, 2001). There has been a lot of work done on Nickel (Ni)
nanocomposites deposited at different temperatures. It has been shown that the coercivity of the
Ni depends on the Ni particles and on the substrate deposition temperature (Kumar, Narayan,
Nath, et al., 2001; Kumar et al., 2004; Kumar, Zhou, Nath, Kvit, & Narayan, 2001; Pradhan,
2003).
Nickel/Alumina composites were fabricated at three different temperatures; liquid
nitrogen (77 K), room temperature (298 K) and at a high temperature (773 K). Samples were
then characterized using XRD to find the crystallinity of the nickel thin film deposited.
Magnetization vs. field measurements was also performed on the samples using PPMS. This was
done to find out the effect of the deposition temperature on the main magnetic properties of a
material; namely the remanent magnetization (Mr), saturation magnetization (Ms), coercivity (Hc)
and the remanance ratio (Mr/Ms).
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
2.1 Nanostructured Materials
Nanostructured materials are materials that have dimensions in the 1 to 100nm range
(Aliofkhazraei & Sabour Rouhaghdam, 2010; Huck, 2005; Moriarty, 2001). They are materials
that have a volume that is intermediate between molecular and microscopic (dimensions in
micrometers) structures (Aliofkhazraei & Sabour Rouhaghdam, 2010). These classes of materials
have been researched a lot over the pass decades mainly because its properties are in most cases
very different from the bulk material and therefore offer an opportunity to research such
properties. They are interesting because most materials can be developed on the nanoscale, they
are able to mix classical and quantum and classical behaviors, they offer a bridge between
classical and biological branches of materials science and they can be designed both with bottom
up and top down approaches thereby giving more flexibility when it comes to design (Huck,
2005). Nanostructured materials often have unique electrical, chemical, structural, and magnetic
properties, with many applications which include information storage, coating materials for
biological purposes, color imaging, bioprocessing, magnetic refrigeration and many more
(Aliofkhazraei & Sabour Rouhaghdam, 2010; Leslie-Pelecky & Rieke, 1996).
The number of dimensions on the nanometric scale helps define the type of
nanostructure. For example when the nanostructure has all dimensions on the nanometric scale
then it is zero-dimensional (0-D) and if it has two then it is one-dimensional (1-D). Nanowires,
nanodots, carbon nanotubes, quantum dots, fullerenes, nanosheets, nonodisks, nanoballs,
nanocoils, nanoflowers are some few examples of nanostructures.
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2.2 Classification of Nanostructured Materials
Nanostructured materials can be classified mainly based on the number of dimensions
that are on the nanometric scale. This type of classification leads to four main types of
nanomaterials; zero-dimensional (0-D), one-dimensional (1-D), two-dimensional (2-D) and
three-dimensional (3-D).
2.2.1 0-D nanostructures. Nanostructures with all dimensions in the nanometric size
range are referred to as 0-D nanostructures. Examples include nanoparticles, quantum dots and
nanodots. Over the past decade a lot of progress has been made in the field of 0-D nanostructured
materials with a lot of physical and chemical methods also having been developed to fabricate
such structures (Tiwari et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows SEM images of different 0-D
nanostructures.

Figure 1. Typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope
(TEM) image of different types of 0D NSMs, which is synthesized by several research groups.
(A) Quantum dots , (B) nanoparticles arrays, (C) core–shell nanoparticles, (D) hollow cubes, and
(E) nanospheres (Tiwari et al., 2012). With permission from Elsevier.
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2.2.2 1-D nanostructures. 1-D nanostructures are nanostructures with one dimension
more prevalent than the other dimensions. Some examples of 1-D nanostructures include
nanotubes, nanorods, nanoneedles, and nanowires. It is a wide held view that 1D nanostructures
provide a good system to investigate the dependence of electrical and thermal transport or
mechanical properties on dimensionality and size reduction (or quantum confinement). 1-D
nanostructures also serve an important function in both interconnection and functional units in
fabricating electronic, optoelectronic, electrochemical, and electromechanical devices with
nansocale dimensions. (Xia et al., 2003).

Figure 2. SEM images of titania nanostructures with different treatment temperatures and then
calcined at 500 °C for 1 h: (A) 210 °C, (B) 190 °C, (C, D) 170 °C (Kuchibhatla et al., 2007)
With permission from Elsevier.
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Owing to their unique physical and chemical properties, 1-D nanostructures have been the focus
of quite extensive research worldwide. Due to its smaller dimension structure and high aspect
ratio which could efficiently transport electrical carriers along one controllable direction, these
nanostructures are highly suitable for moving charges in integrated nanoscale systems (Lu et al.,
2011).
2.2.3 2-D nanostructures. These nanostructures have two dimensions outside of the
nanometric size range and hence display plane-like structures. They consist of thin films,
nanocoatings, and nanolayers (Hu et al., 2007).

Figure 3. Typical SEM and TEM image of different kinds of 2D NSMs, synthesized by several
research groups. (A) Junctions (continuous islands), (B) branched structures, (C) nanoplates , (D)
nanosheets, (E) nanowalls, and (F) nanodisks (Tiwari et al., 2012). With permission from
Elsevier.
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2.2.4 3-D nanostructures. The 3-D nanostructures have three dimensions outside of the
nanometric size range. A typical 3-D nanostructure can include different distributions of
nanoparticles or nanocrystallites, groups of nanowires and nanotubes, and also different
nanolayers (Hu et al., 2007). 3D nanostructures have a wide array of applications in areas such
as catalysis, magnetic material and electrode material for batteries. It is important to synthesize
3-D nanostructured materials in controlled structure morphology due to the fact that its behavior
depends on the sizes, shapes, dimensionality and morphologies, which are thus the key factors to
their ultimate performance and applications. (Tiwari et al., 2012).

Figure 4. (a) TEM image of single TiO2 spheres; (b) TEM image of TiO2 sphere with a gap; (c)
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of nanoparticle core; (d) high-resolution TEM image of
the needlelike surface. (Guo et al., 2013). With permission from Elsevier.
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2.3 Synthesis of Nanostructured Materials
There are basically two main methods to synthesis nanostructured materials; top down
and bottom up approaches. These methods consist of physical and chemical approaches to
achieving the nanostructure materials. Top down approach involves starting with the bulk 3D
material and reducing it into the nanometer size by methods such as lithography, mechanical
attrition and milling. Evaporation technique, sputtering technique, lithography process, hot and
cold plasma, spray pyrolysis, inert gas phase condensation technique, pulsed laser ablation and
sonochemical reduction are examples of physical methods using the bottom up approach.
Chemical methods include lyotropic liquid crystal templates, electrochemical deposition,
electroless deposition, hydrothermal and solvothermal, sol-gel technique, chemical vapor
deposition, laser chemical vapor deposition technique, and laser pyrolysis.
Bottom up approaches have the advantage of being able to obtain nanostructures with
less defects, more homogeneous chemical composition, and better short and long range ordering
as compared to the top down approach (Cao & Wang, 2011).
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CHAPTER 3
Experimental Materials and Techniques
3.1 Experimental Materials
3.1.1 Titanium nitride. Titanium Nitride (TiN) is mostly used as a coating to protect
mechanical tools and also as a decorative coating because of its golden color. The properties of
TiN that make it desirable for coatings are excellent corrosion resistance, low resistivity,
inertness, high sublimation temperature and high hardness(Arshi et al., 2012; Lal et al., 2001). It
has also been shown to be biocompatible (Rostlund, Thomsen, Bjursten, & Ericson, 1990; Serro
et al., 2009), thus making it a material with an endless array of properties that can be used
depending on the application required. It crystallizes in the rock salt structure but the closed
packed structure exists as a face centered cubic material. It has a lattice parameter of 4.24 Å and
a melting point of 2930 °C. It also has a molar mass of 61.874 g/mol and density of 5.22 g/cm3.
There has been a lot of work done on titanium nitride thin films and its potential applications
(Arshi et al., 2012; Lal et al., 2001; Lim, McCulloch, Russo, Bilek, & McKenzie, 2002) .
3.1.2 Gold. Gold is a soft and ductile material with a bright yellow color that is mostly
used in jewelry production and for aesthetic purposes. It has a face centered cubic crystal
structure with a melting point of 1064.17°C and lattice constant of 4.080 Å. The bulk form of
gold is considered chemically inert and is non-reactive and cannot be used as a catalyst; however
gold nano particles have demonstrated to have excellent catalytic properties.
3.1.3 Nickel. Nickel is a magnetic material that is silvery-white in appearance and hard
and malleable. It has face-centered cubic structure with a lattice constant of 3.52 Å. Nickel has a
melting point of 1455°C. It is a ferromagnetic material that has a lot of applications such as in
stainless steel, rechargeable batteries, coinage and alnico magnets.
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3.1.4 Alumina. Alumina is ceramic material that is chemically composed of aluminum
and oxygen with a formula Al2O3. It is very hard and is mostly used as a refractory material due
to its high melting point (2072°C). It has a hexagonal system with lattice constants of a (4.785
Å) and c (12.991 Å). It has a density of 3.98 g/cm3. Al2O3 was both used as a substrate material
and protective coating in the Ni/ Al2O3 composite material.
3.1.5 Silicon. Silicon (Si) is the second most abundant element in the world. It has a
diamond cubic structure with a lattice constant of 5.43 Å. It was used as a substrate material for
the growth of both Au nanodots and TiN nanowires.
3.2 Substrate Cleaning and Selection
3.2.1 Substrate selection. In order for a film or nanostructure to successfully have the
same crystal orientation as a single crystalline substrate, there has to be epitaxy with the
substrate. The epitaxy can be estimated by finding the lattice mismatch between the film and
substrate.

f 

as  a f
as

x100

3. 1

where f= fraction of lattice mismatch, as= lattice constant of substrate and af = lattice constant of
film. If the lattice mismatch is less than 10 %, then an epitaxial film is considered to grow on the
substrate.
For gold (a=4.080Å) nanodots deposited on silicon (a= 5.431Å) substrate, the lattice mismatch
was calculated to be:
5.431  4.080
x100  24.88%
5.431

For TiN (a=4.240Å) film on silicon substrate, the lattice mismatch was calculated to be:
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5.431  4.240
x100  21.93%
5.431

It can be seen that the lattice mismatch between TiN and Si is less than that between that
between Au and Si and this contributes to why the TiN nanowires grow on the Si substrate with
the gold nanodots growing on the TiN nanowires.
3.2.2 Substrate cleaning. Substrate cleaning is one of the most important steps in the
growth of nanostructures. An unclean substrate impedes in the growth of the nanostructures.
Substrates were cleaned before being used for deposition. Substrates were cleaned first in ethanol
in an ultrasonic cleaner for 5 minutes and then cleaned with deionized water. The substrates were
then immersed into acetone for 5 minutes in an ultrasonic cleaner and then cleaned again with
deionized water. The samples were then air dried and stored in clean sample boxes for further
use.
3.3 Pulsed Laser Deposition
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a very versatile technique that is used extensively in thin
film preparation. Some of the advantages of using PLD are the ability to reproduce the exact
stoichiometry as the target material and growing different layers with multiple targets (Croizé,
1995). This technique was first developed for use in the preparation of semiconductors and
dielectric thin films by Smith and Turner in 1965 (Dijkkamp et al., 1987).
Operation
The PLD set up basically consists of the following parts;
1. Vacuum chamber
2. Substrate material
3. Target material
4. Laser source
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A typical set-up for PLD is schematically shown in Figure 5. In an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
chamber, elementary or alloy targets are struck at an angle of 45° by a pulsed and focused laser
beam. The atoms and ions ablated from the target(s) are deposited on substrates. Mostly, the
substrates are attached with the surface parallel to the target surface at a target-to-substrate
distance of typically 2-10 cm.

Figure 5. Schematic of pulsed laser depostion set up.
In order to create multilayers with desired single layer and bilayer thicknesses the number
of laser pulses on each target has to be adjusted. (Krebs et al., 2003). Most nonmetallic materials
that are evaporated exhibit strong absorption in the ultraviolet spectral range between 200 and
400 nm. At shorter wavelengths, absorption coefficients tend to increase which means reduced
penetration depths in the target materials (Ohring, 2002).
One of the main problems in PLD is droplet formation on substrates during deposition,
the other is the highly directed plume which makes it difficult to deposit films on very large
substrates uniformly (Ohring, 2002). Target surface morphology, target density, and laser power
density are some parameters that are believed to affect particulate or droplet formation during
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deposition. The two types of particles that have been reported are; particles or droplets which
usually have rounded shapes and the same composition as the film matrix and the other which
are precipitates or outgrowths which have a composition different from the film matrix
(Kaczmarek, 1997). The formation of droplets can be reduced by using dense and smooth
targets in most systems (Krebs et al., 2003).
3.4 Nanodots Fabrication
The 0-D nanostructure that was fabricated in this work was gold nanodots. The gold
nanodots were also subsequently used for nanowire fabrication. The cleaned substrates were
mounted in the vacuum chamber and left until a high vacuum pressure was achieved (≈1.0 × 10-6
Torr). To fabricate the nanodots, a thin layer of gold was deposited on the Si substrate at high
vacuum and at room temperature. The thin film was then heated to a high temperature (800 °C)
in 30 minutes in the same vacuum. The gold film was left at 800 °C for an additional 20 minutes
to anneal the gold film which lead to it forming gold nanodots. The sample was then cooled to
room temperature for further analysis. A schematic representation of the process is shown below.
The structure and morphology of the nanodots was examined using an SEM and XRD which are
described in the subsequent sections.

Figure 6. Schematic of gold nanodots growth process.
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3.5 Nanowire Fabrication
The fabricated gold nanodots were used for the fabrication of the TiN nanowires.
Nitrogen was then introduced into the chamber to help grow the TiN nanowires. TiN was
deposited at the high temperature and in nitrogen ambient. Temperature, nitrogen ambient and
number of pulses of TiN deposited was varied in this work. TiN nanowires were grown on two
orientations of single crystal Si substrates namely Si (100) and Si (111) by pulsed laser ablation.
This was done to find out the effect of the crystal orientation of the substrate on the nanowire
growth. The energy of laser beam entering the chamber was varied from 70 mJ to 80 mJ with a 2
cm2 aperture. The repetition rate of the laser beam was 10 Hz throughout the experiment. A
schematic representation of the nanowire growth process is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of TiN nanowire growth.
The structure and morphology of the nanowires was examined using X-ray diffraction and
scanning electron microscopy respectively. DC potentiodynamic polarization measurements
were conducted on samples to find out how the nanowires behave in a corrosive environment.
The DC potentiodynamic polarization measurement was carried out using the standard three
electrode configuration, with platinum as counter electrode, sliver-sliver chloride as a reference
electrode and TiN nanowires sample as the working electrode in a phosphate buffer saline (PBS)
1X solution.
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3.6 Nickel/Alumina Composite Fabrication
Ni film was deposited in between an Al2O3 film and an Al2O3 (0001) substrate. The
resulting thin film was deposited at different substrate temperatures; liquid nitrogen (77 K), room
temperature (298 K) and at high temperature (773 K). This involved alternatively ablating Ni
and Alumina targets on a sapphire substrate. The deposition was done in high vacuum (1x10-6
Torr). The number of pulses run for nickel was 2000 and that for alumina was 1000. Thickness
measurement tests conducted resulted in a nickel thickness of 5 nm and an alumina thickness of
14 nm. Figure 8 shows a schematic of the Ni sandwiched between an Al2O3 substrate and an
Al2O3 thin film.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of Ni/Al2O3 composite.
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3.7 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDX)
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is an instrument that uses a beam of highly
energetic electrons to examine objects on a microscopic scale. The examination can yield data
about the topography, morphology, composition and crystallographic information. The sample is
irradiated by an electron beam which leads to interactions occurring inside the irradiated sample.
These interactions and effects are detected by a detector and transformed into an image (Voutou
& Stefanaki, 2008).
Operation
Electron Source

Limiting aperture

Condenser lens

Limiting aperture

Scanning coils

Objective lens

Detector

Secondary electrons

Sample
Figure 9. Schematic diagram of a scanning electron microscope.
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Electrons are emitted from a tungsten filament thermionically and are attracted to the
anode by the condenser lens. The scanning coils which are located at the objective lens then
deflect the beam linearly or in a raster fashion over the specimen surface. The electrons hitting
the sample lose energy and transfer the energy to the other atomic electrons and to the lattice.
There are basically three types of signals that are created as a result of this; secondary electrons,
backscattered electrons and X-Rays. When X-rays are emitted from the sample, the
concentration of the atoms in the specimen can be determined. This signal is used in X-ray
Energy Dispersive Analysis (EDX) to help determine the composition of the sample.
The SEM images taken in this work were done using the secondary electron (SE) mode
of the equipment due to the fact that SE mode is mostly used in the study of the topography of a
sample. The samples were mounted at an angle of 45° to achieve sharper and clearer images of
the TiN nanowires. This is because more of the secondary electrons are detected by the detector
when it is mounted at an angle. EDX measurement was also conducted on the samples to
confirm and analyze the composition of various samples such as TiN nanowires and TiN target
material.
3.8 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is a method of characterizing a material to find its crystallinity.
This is done by using the fact that the spacing between atoms is comparable to the wavelength of
X-rays. This method can be used to address all issues related to the crystal structure of bulk
solids and thin films including lattice constants and crystallography, identification of unknown
materials, orientation of single crystals and preferred orientation of polycrystals, defects, etc.
This results in easily detected emitted beams of high intensity along certain directions when
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incident X-rays impinge at critical diffraction angles. Under these conditions, Bragg relation
holds where n is an integer;

n  2a sin 

3. 2

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam, θ is the angle and a is the lattice constant.
In bulk solids, large diffraction effects occur at many values of θ. In thin films, however, very
few atoms are present to scatter X-rays into a diffracted beam when θ is large. For this reason the
intensities of the diffraction lines or spots will be unacceptably small unless the incident beam
strikes the film surface at a near glancing angle. (Ohring, 2002)

X-ray detector

Incident X-ray beam
θ

Figure 10. Schematic of x-ray diffraction.

2θ
Sample
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XRD measurements were conducted on samples presented in this work to find the crystallinity of
nanodots, nanowires and thin films synthesized.
3.9 Stylus Profilometer
A stylus profilometer is an instrument that is used to measure the profile of a surface to
be able to determine features such as roughness and thickness. It consists of a probe that scans
along the surface of the sample by being in contact or very close contact depending on the type.
The stylus profilometer was used in this work to measure the growth rate of thin films
synthesized. This was done by masking a section of the substrate and depositing the film whose
growth rate was to be determined. The sample was then analyzed with the profilometer which
showed a change in thickness as the sample moved from the masked section to the unmasked

Thickness

section. This is represented in the figure below.

Masked Section

Unmasked Section

Thickness of film

Distance
Figure 11. Surface profile of a thin film.
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3.10 Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS)
The PPMS system (Quantum Design) consists of a He cooled Dewar which contains a
measuring probe and a super-conducting magnet. PPMS can be used to measure a variety of
magnetic, thermal and electrical properties of a material. Samples are inserted into the measuring
chamber by mounting them on rods and connected at the bottom of the Dewar to the measuring
systems on 2.3 cm diameter pucks. Samples that are mounted can be in the form of solids,
powders or thin films depending on the property that is being measured. It is capable of
conducting resistivity, Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM), AC transport (ACT), AC
magnetic susceptibility (ACMS), and torque magnetometry measurements. The VSM feature of
the PPMS was used in measuring magnetization vs. field on the magnetic samples produced.

Sample holder

Pickup coils

Electromagnet

Sample

Figure 12. Vibrating sample magnetometry.
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Faraday’s Law of induction which says that a changing magnetic field will produce an
electric field is the main principle on which VSM works. The sample is mounted between two
electromagnets and vibrated in vertical direction. Magnetic samples will have their magnetic
domains being aligned with the magnetic field. A field is created around the sample by the
magnetic dipole moment of the sample and this is called a stray field. As the sample is being
vibrated up and down, the magnetic stray field changes as a function of time and is sensed by
pick-up coils (Pal, 2011). The information received gives us a magnetization versus field graph
with the resulting graph called a hysteresis loop.
Ni/Al2O3 composite materials were characterized using the VSM mode of the PPMS to find out
the effect that the deposition temperature of the Ni thin film had on its magnetic properties.

Ag/AgCl Reference
electrode

Pt counter electrode

Electrochemical cell

Working Electrode
Figure 13. Electrochemical cell for DC potentiodynamic polarization on TiN nanowires and thin
films.
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3.11 Potentiodynamic Polarization
The DC potentiodynamic polarization measurement was carried out using a Gamry R600
Potentiostat (Gamry Instruments).The measurement was carried out with the standard three
electrode configuration, with platinum (Pt) as counter electrode, sliver-sliver chloride (Ag/AgCl)
as a reference electrode and sample as the working electrode in a phosphate buffer saline (PBS)
1X solution (Gupta, Mensah-Darkwa, & Kumar; Mensah-Darkwa, Gupta, & Kumar, 2013).
Other parameters included a scan range of ±0.3V vs. open circuit potential (Eoc) and scan rate of
5mV/s. Measurements were conducted using a 50ml electrochemical cell which is shown in
Figure 13. TiN nanowires were mounted underneath the electrochemical cell so as to expose the
nanowires to the PBS solution. The samples were left in the solution for 15 minutes in order to
reach steady state before the experiments were started.
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CHAPTER 4
Results and Discussion
4.1 Zero-Dimensional Nanostructure
4.1.1 Nucleation of nanoparticles. It is important for a stable nucleus to be formed
during nanoparticle formation. This is because the nuclei acts as the point from which the
nanodots grow. For the formation of such nanoparticles it is important to have a supersaturation
of the growth species.
ΔG

Surface free energy, Δµs = 4πr2γ
ΔG*

Total free energy, ΔG = (4/3) πr3ΔGv + 4Δr2γ
r*

r

Volume free energy, Δµv = (4/3) πr3ΔGv

Figure 14. Schematic showing the change of total free energy, volume free energy and surface
energy as a function of the nucleus radius.
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Figure 14 shows the change of volume free energy, Δµv, total free energy, ΔG, and surface free
energy, Δµs as functions of the radius of the nucleus. It can be seen from the figure that below a
critical nucleus radius r*, the nucleus is unstable and therefore will not form or dissolve into the
solution. However when the radius of the nucleus exceeds r*, the nucleus formed is stable and
continues to grow bigger. When the radius of the nucleus r = r*, the critical nucleus radius and
critical free energy (ΔG*) are defined by:
r* 

G* 

2
Gv

4. 1

16
3(Gv ) 2

4. 2

Solute concentration

where γ = surface energy and ΔGv = total free surface energy.

Nucleation and growth

Growth

Growth
Figure 15. Schematic showing the processes of nucleation and growth.
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If the concentration is less than the concentration associated with the critical free energy no
nuclei will form, this serves as the energy barrier for nucleation to occur. Nucleation only occurs
when the supersaturation reaches the value of solubility corresponding to the critical free energy,
this is further illustrated in Figure 15. It is therefore important in growing nanodots that the
nucleus formed have a radius that is more than the critical nucleus so as to continue the growth
of the nanostructures. In this work, various thickness of gold was initially tested corresponding to
the number of pulses deposited namely 100 pulses, 130 pulses, 170 pulses and 200 pulses. It was
observed that nanodots grew very well when the number of pulses deposited was 200 and
therefore this was used throughout all experiments and also in the subsequent growth of the
nanowires.
4.1.2 Structural characterization. The gold nanodots were characterized using SEM
and XRD. The gold thin film before and after annealing is shown in the image below. The SEM
images show how the thin film was transformed into nanodots during the annealing process. The
nanodots are uniformly spread over the substrate with diameters in the range of 15 to 50 nm.
Nanodots serve as points for the synthesis of nanowires through the Vapor Liquid Solid (VLS)
growth technique. They also play an important role in determining the diameter of the nanowires
(b)

(a)

1.00 µm
Figure 16. SEM image of Au nanodots (a) before and (b) after annealing.

1.00 µm
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grown. The focus of this research however was not to determine the effect of nanodots on the
diameter of the nanowires and therefore the number of pulses deposited for gold was kept
constant throughout all experiments. Previous work done on both MgO nanowires and TiN
nanowires by our research group already established this relationship.
The annealed gold nanodots were then further characterized using an XRD to find out the

SiO2

SiO2

Intensity (a.u)

Si (400)

crystallinity of the gold nanodots. The XRD result is presented in Figure 17 below.
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Figure 17. XRD graph of Au nanodos after annealing.
XRD result show no peaks of Au which is because the thickness of the Au nanodots (4nm)
which have a diameter range between 15 to 50nm was too small to be detected by the equipment.
However silicon oxide (SiO2) peaks were noticed on the substrate. This could be attributed to a
small leak in the chamber during deposition or accumulation of the oxides during the storage of
the silicon substrates after cleaning.
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4.2 One-Dimensional Nanostructure
4.2.1 Nanowires. Nanowires typically have diameters in the sub-one hundred nanometer
(nm) scale and lengths ranging from several hundreds of nanometers (nm) to as high a few
centimeters (cm)(Choi, 2012). Unlike bulk materials, nanowires have two quantum confined
directions while still leaving one unconfined direction for electrical conduction which gives them
novel properties (Choi, 2012; Dresselhaus et al., 2007). Nanowires have an extremely onedimensional geometry on the nanometer scale which provides an extremely high surface area
with a nanoscale radius of curvature and great mechanical flexibility with near theoretical
strength. These properties are advantageous in many chemical and mechanical
applications(Dresselhaus et al., 2007). Their length, reaching as high as the cm scale, makes
them easy to manipulate for device fabrication(Choi, 2012). Nanowires are also promising
materials for advanced optoelectronics (Choi, 2012; Sunkara, Sharma, Miranda, Lian, & Dickey,
2001).
4.2.1.1 Increased surface area. One of the main advantages of nanowires is that they
provide an increase in surface area as compared to a thin film of the same dimension. This is
shown schematically in Figure 18. The nanowires depicted have a cylindrical shape with a
diameter of 25nm and length of 200nm which fits in a 175nm x 175nm square. The surface area
of a cylinder is given as:

There are 49 nanowires in that area,

therefore the total surface area by the nanowires is 817795 nm2. The surface area of the thin film
with dimensions of 175nm by 175nm by 50nm is also given as (

)

nm2.

The surface area of the nanowires is therefore about 8 times more than that of a film of the same
square dimensions. In a case where the thin film and nanowires have the same thickness, the
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surface area of the thin film is calculated to be 201250 nm2. The surface area of the nanowires is
still about 4 times more than that of the thin film.

R12.5 nm

50 nm

200 nm

Figure 18. Schematic illustrating an increase in surface area by nanowires.
4.2.1.2 Vapor liquid solid growth mechanism. The nanowires in this research were
synthesized using the Vapor Liquid Solid (VLS) growth method. The VLS method was first
proposed for the growth of single crystal silicon whiskers 100nm to hundreds of microns in
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diameter. It involved absorption of the target material while it was in the vapor phase into the
liquid droplet of the catalyst (Wagner & Ellis, 1964). This is shown in the figure below.
Catalyst

Nanowire growing
Target Material
depositing

Figure 19. Schematic of VLS growth process.
When the liquid alloy is supersaturated, a nucleation event generates a solid precipitate of the
target material. This precipitate works as a preferred site for further deposition of material at the
interface of the liquid droplet, supporting the elongation of the seed into a nanowire or a whisker,
and suppressing further nucleation events on the same catalyst. (Choi, 2012; Dresselhaus et al.,
2007) Nanowires obtained by this method are of high purity except for the tip which contains the
catalyst. (Dresselhaus et al., 2007).
The mechanism is therefore called VLS because vapor (carries solid components), liquid
(catalyst alloy), and solid (precipitated one-dimensional structures) phases are involved (Choi,
2012).
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4.2.2 Effect of substrate on nanowire orientation. TiN nanowires were grown on two
different Si substrates to find out the effect that the substrates had on nanowire orientation.
Nanowires were grown on both Si (100) and Si (111) single crystals under the same conditions
and at the same time in the vacuum chamber. It was observed that the nanowire orientation did
not change when grown on both substrates; it had a random orientation on both substrates. This
can be seen in Figure 20 below.
(a)

(b)

500 nm

500 nm

Figure 20. Nanowires grown on (a) Si (111) and (b) Si (111) on left at 800°C.
4.2.3 Effect of energy on nanowire growth. The energy entering the chamber was
varied to find the effect it has on the nanowire growth. It was observed that as the energy was
increased from 70 to 80 mJ, the diameter of the nanowires was increased from 25 to 50 nm.
However when the energy was increased to 90mJ under the same deposition conditions, the
nanowires did not grow uniformly but grew sparsely on the substrate. Figure 21 shows SEM
images of titanium nitride nanowires grown with different energy of laser beam entering the
vacuum chamber and on different substrates, under the same nitrogen pressure (0.3 Torr) and
substrate temperature (800 °C). This shows that there is a maximum energy that after which
nanowires stop growing and a start forming a thin film as can be seen in Figure 21 (c) and (f).
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(a)

(d)

500 nm

(b)

500 nm

(e)

500 nm

500 nm

(c)

(f)

500 nm

500 nm

Figure 21. Nanowires grown on Si (100) with (a) 70 mJ, (b) 80 mJ and (c) 90 mJ and on Si (111)
with (d) 70 mJ, (e) 80 mJ and 90 mJ energy.
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This is because during the formation of nanowires, there has to be sufficient time for the catalyst
to absorb the target material. If the amount of material from the target material is more than
what can be absorbed by the catalyst, it leads to the formation of thin film and not nanowires.
The crystallinity of the nanowires was also studied using XRD and the results are shown in
Figure 22. XRD was performed on Si (100) and Si (111) substrates grown with different energy

Torr)

SiO2

entering the chamber but at the same substrate temperature (800 °C) and nitrogen ambient (0.3
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Figure 22. XRD graphs of TiN nanowires deposited on both (a) Si (111) and (b) Si (100)
substrates using 70 mJ and 80 mJ energy entering the chamber.
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XRD graphs show peaks of SiO2 and the substrate material but it does not show peaks of TiN
nanowires. This leads to the conclusion that the TiN nanowires grown under nitrogen ambient
and at high temperatures were amorphous and therefore did not display any peaks.
4.2.4 Effect of nitrogen ambient. TiN nanowires were also grown in vacuum and
nitrogen to find out the effect of nitrogen ambient on nanowire growth. TiN was deposited in 0.3
Torr of nitrogen ambient and also in vacuum at 800 °C and on Si (100) substrates. It can clearly
be seen that the nitrogen environment is very essential to nanowire growth, since the TiN
deposited in vacuum only provided a thin film as seen in Figure 23. The TiN deposited in
vacuum could not form nanowires because there was not enough nitrogen in the environment for
nanowire growth leading to sub-stoichiometry.
(a)

(b)

1.00 µm

1.00 µm

Figure 23. SEM images of TiN nanowirs grown on Si (100) in (a) vacuum and (b) nitrogen.
4.2.5 Effect of substrate temperature. The effect of substrate temperature on nanowire
growth was investigated. In this case the nitrogen pressure (0.3 Torr) and energy (80 mJ) of laser
beam entering the chamber were kept constant. SEM results are shown in Figure 24. It can be
seen from Figure 24 that the substrate temperature has a strong influence on the length of the
nanowires
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(a)

(d)

500 nm

(b)

500 nm

(e)

500 nm

500 nm

(c)

(f)

500 nm

500 nm

Figure 24. SEM images of TiN nanowires grown on Si (100) at (a) 600 °C, (b) 700 °C and (c)
800 °C and on Si (111) at (d) 600 °C, (e) 700 °C and (f) 800 °C.
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The nanowires have the shortest length (50 nm) when they were grown at 600 ˚C, while higher
growth temperatures (700 ˚C and 800 ˚C), yielded significantly longer (150 nm-200 nm)
nanowires. This can be attributed to the fact as the temperature is increased, the energy barriers
are lowered and there is an increase in surface adatom mobility therefore leading to an increase
in length of the nanowires (Dayeh, Yu, & Wang, 2007; Sivakumar, Tsunoda, Kuroki, Okamoto,
& Takata, 2012).
4.2.6 EDX results. EDX analysis was conducted on TiN nanowires grown with energy of
70 mJ and 80 mJ entering the chamber and at a temperature of 800 °C, thin films grown at 800
°C and the bulk TiN target to find out the elemental composition of the nanowires grown. The
results are presented in a histogram in Figure 25 and Table 1. There is a presence of oxygen in
both TiN nanowires and thin film deposited which could be because of trace amounts of oxygen
in the chamber during deposition or a formation of oxides on the silicon substrates during storage
after cleaning. There is however no presence of oxygen in the TiN bulk target material.
Table 1
EDX results of TiN nanowires, thin film and target material
Element

70 mJ (wt%)

80 mJ (wt%)

Thin Film (wt%)

Target (wt%)

Silicon

83.11

86.69

90.16

Gold

1.22

0.8

Titanium

3.3

1.13

1.53

87.02

Nitrogen

5.14

4.07

1.44

12.98

Oxygen

7.24

8.03

6.86
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Figure 25. EDX results of TiN nanowires, thin film and target material.
4.2.7 Corrosion results. The effect of corrosion on the deposited nanowires was studied
by means of an electrochemical test consisting of measuring the voltage (Ecorr) and current
(Icorr). The results presented are for TiN nanowires grown on Si (100) substrate with 70 mJ
energy and a substrate temperature of 800 °C. TiN thin films grown under the same conditions
are also presented. The DC polarization curves were obtained using a Gamry potentiostat and are
shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Polarization curves of TiN nanowires and thin film grown on Si (100) substrate.
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Figure 27. Polarization curves of TiN nanowires and thin film compared with bulk Mg material.
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(b)

(a)

1.00 µm

(c)
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(d)
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Figure 28. SEM images of TiN nanowires and thin film on Si (100) (a) and (c) before corrosion
and (b) and (d) after corrosion tests.
The Icorr and Ecorr of the nanowires was 6.43 × 10-8 A and 152 mV respectively while the Icorr
of the thin film was 4.56 × 10-10A with an Ecorr of 18 mV.
The results show that the TiN nanowires are more corrosive than the thin film due to the
nanowires having a greater surface area and therefore being more reactive. Figure 27 shows a
comparison between the polarization curves of TiN nanowires, thin film and bulk magnesium
(Mg). This shows that the TiN nanowires have a better corrosion resistance than bulk Mg and
could be used as a coating material for the bulk Mg. This can be in applications such as
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biodegradable Mg implants such as stents and screws, in which the coating would have a
moderate corrosion resistance to allow for eventual degradation of the Mg implant.
XRD patterns of the nanowires before and after corrosion are presented in Figure 28. It
can be seen from the XRD that the peaks remained the same even after corrosion indicating that
the nanowires still remained amorphous after corrosion.
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Figure 29. XRD results of titanium nitride nanowires before and after corrosion.
4.3 Two-Dimensional Nanostructure
4.3.1 Thin film growth. There are three (3) main modes for nucleation during thin film
growth:
1. Island or Volmer-Weber growth
2. Layer or Frank-Van der Merwe growth, and
3. Island-Layer or Stranski-Krastonov growth.
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A schematic representation of the three modes of nucleation during thin film growth is shown in
Figure 30.

Island growth

Layer growth

Island-layer growth

Figure 30. Three modes of thin film nucleation.
The island growth occurs when the growth species bond stronger to each other than the
substrate while the layer growth occurs when the growth species bond stronger to the substrate
than to each other. The island-layer growth mode occurs in between the two types of growth
methods.
These growth modes depend on thermodynamics of film and substrate surface energy and
also on the film-substrate interface energy. Layer growth mode is very important in the growth of
epitaxial films. The factors that affect the growth of single crystal epitaxial films are:
1. A single crystal substrate with a lattice match comparable to the film being deposited
2. A clean substrate
3. High growth temperature to make sure there is sufficient mobility of growth species
4. Low impinging rate of growth species (Cao & Wang, 2011).
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Thin films grown in this work were deposited with three different substrate temperatures
in the same vacuum environment and the same energy. It is expected therefore that the
temperature would play a role in the microstructure and subsequent magnetic properties of the
Ni/Al2O3 composite formed.
4.3.2 Structural characterization.The samples were characterized using XRD to
confirm the crystallinity of the nickel and alumina film grown on the sapphire substrate. The
XRD patterns show the formation of Ni (111) phase on the alumina (0001) substrate. This means
that the Ni film did not grow epitaxially on the alumina substrate. It also shows that at a high
temperature the Ni peak sharpens as a result of the better crystalinity achieved at high
temperatures.
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Figure 31. XRD of Ni/Al2O3 composite deposited at three different temperatures.
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4.3.3 Magnetic properties. The four main magnetic properties (coercivity, saturation
magnetization, remanent magnetization and the ratio of remanent magnetization to saturation
magnetization) that help characterize a magnetic material were measured and analyzed. The
figure below shows these important parameters on a hysteresis loop. When a large magnetic field
is applied on a magnetic material, it causes the spins within a material to align with that field.
The magnetization against the field gives the hysteris loop which is shown schematically in
Figure 31.

M
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Magnetization, Mr

Saturation
Magnetization, Ms

Coercivity, Hc
H

Figure 32. Hysteris loop of a magnetic material
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The shape of the hysteresis loop is important when it comes to applications such as magnetic
recording applications (Leslie-Pelecky & Rieke, 1996). The maximum value of the
magnetization achieved is called the saturation magnetization (Ms). At zero field, there is still
some magnetization left in the material and this is called remanent magnetization (Mr). The
coercivity or coercive force is the field that must be applied in the opposite direction in order to
bring the magnetization to zero. The remanence ratio (Mr/Ms) varies from 0 to 1. A remanence
ratio of 1 corresponds to a perfectly square loop while a ratio of 0.5 is usually taken to mean that
the particles are random and noninteracting.
4.3.4 M-H results. The magnetic field (H) against magnetic moment (M) at 50K, 100K,
150K, 200K, 250K and 300K are shown in Appendix A. Table 1 in Appendix B summarizes the
various magnetic properties for samples deposited at all three temperatures.
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Figure 33. M-H graph of Ni/Al2O3 composite at 10K.
An example of the results obtained from the Ni/Al2O3 composite is also shown in Figure 33.
It can be seen that the remanent magnetization is very close for the samples deposited at both
liquid nitrogen temperature and at room temperature. This is however different for the sample
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grown at high temperature which has a higher remanent magnetization. The saturation
magnetization for liquid nitrogen was also shown to be the highest among all the samples. The
Mr/Ms ratio of the samples deposited at liquid nitrogen as shown in Table 1 is less than 0.5. This
is a characteristic feature of random non-interacting particles. Samples deposited at room
temperature and 773 K however had its Mr/Ms closer to 1 which is characteristic of the sample
having a square loop.
4.3.5 Coercivity results. The effect of the magnetic field on coercivity at all three
temperatures is shown in figure below. It can be seen that coercivity difference reduces as the
temperature increases.
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Figure 34. Coercivity vs. temperture for Ni/Al2O3 composite.
As an example the coercivity at 10K is 58.92 Oe, 72.66 Oe and 255.15 Oe for samples deposited
at liquid nitrogen, room temperature and high temperature respectively. However the difference
in coercivity is decreased at 300K where it is 17.85 Oe, 32.27 Oe and 49.43 Oe for samples
deposited at liquid nitrogen, room temperature and high temperature respectively.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
Three different types of nanostructured materials have been grown using the pulsed laser
deposition method. The samples were then characterized using various characterization
techniques such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Physical
property Measurement System (PPMS) and Stylus Profilometry.
Gold (Au) nanodots were grown and this was used to grow Titanium nitride (TiN)
nanowires. Nanowires were grown under different conditions such as substrate temperature,
energy, substrate orientation and in vacuum to find out the effect that these parameters had on
nanowire growth. DC potentiodynamic polarization tests were then conducted on both the TiN
nanowires and TiN thin film grown under the same conditions. Corrosion results showed that the
nanowires were more corrosive than the thin film. The corrosive nature of the nanowires was
attributed to the high surface area of the nanowires as compared to the thin film which led to it
being more reactive. The faster corrosion can however be used in applications where the coating
is expected to degrade quickly such as in magnesium biodegradable screws.
Nickel (Ni)/Alumina (Al2O3) composite materials were also created in this work to find
out the effect of substrate temperature on the magnetic properties of Ni. Structural
characterization was done using XRD while magnetic measurements were done using the
Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM) mode of the PPMS. Magnetic moment versus.
Magnetic Field measurements conducted revealed that samples deposited at 773 K had the
highest remanent magnetization, coercivity as well as the biggest hysteresis loop. However
samples deposited at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures had almost the same remanent
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magnetization but the sample deposited at liquid nitrogen had the highest saturation
magnetization among all three samples.
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Appendix A
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Figure 35. M-H plots of Ni/Al2O3 composite at 50 K.
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Figure 36. M-H plots of Ni/Al2O3 composite 100 K.
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Figure 37. M-H plots of Ni/Al2O3 composite at 150K.
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Figure 38. M-H plots of Ni/Al2O3 composite at 200 K.
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Figure 39. M-H plots of Ni/Al2O3 composite at 250 K.
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Figure 40. M-H plots of Ni/Al2O3 composite at 300 K.
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Appendix B
Table 2
Magnetic properties of samples deposited at Liquid Nitrogen (LN), Room temperature (RT) and at 773 K
Ms (10-3emu/cm2)

Hc(Oe)
Temperature

LN

RT

773 K

LN

RT

773 K

Mr (10-3emu/cm2)
LN

RT

773 K

Mr/Ms
LN

RT

773 K

10K

58.92 72.66 255.15 0.133 0.063

0.114

0.044 0.059

0.110

0.331 0.937

0.965

50K

51.03 48.59 217.34 0.131 0.062

0.113

0.042 0.056

0.107

0.321 0.903

0.947

100K

48.05 48.05 143.48 0.127 0.059

0.112

0.041 0.052

0.099

0.322 0.881

0.884

150K

43.68 49.58

94.24

0.126 0.055

0.111

0.037 0.048

0.092

0.294 0.873

0.829

200K

40.62 45.19

64.07

0.123 0.050

0.109

0.035 0.042

0.088

0.285 0.840

0.807

250K

38.61 43.45

54.28

0.120 0.042

0.106

0.030 0.032

0.083

0.250 0.762

0.783

300K

17.85 32.27

49.43

0.116 0.031

0.105

0.012 0.027

0.080

0.103 0.871

0.762
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